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The geometric DehnSommerville relations for simplicial polytopes and their
various analogs are derived from the geometric incidence algebra of polytopes over
the ring of Minkowski multiplication. These relations are expressed in terms of
indicator functions of interior and exterior cones respectively. Similar relations are
obtained for simple and cubical polytopes.  1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. Introduction
Throughout this paper, we denote by V a finite dimensional vector space
over an ordered field F with an inner product ( , ) . The indicator func-
tion of a subset E of V is the characteristic function 1E on V, i.e., 1E (x)=1
for x # E and 1E (x)=0 otherwise. Let P denote the set of all bounded and
unbounded relatively open polytopes of V. We introduce the vector space
S(V, P) generated by indicator functions of members of P over F, i.e., each
of its elements is an F-linear combination of relatively open polytopes. It
has been independently shown [36, 9, 12, 14, 15] that this vector space
is a commutative algebra, called Minkowski algebra, under the convolution
induced from the Minkowski sum. In fact, there are two convolutions V
and V on S(V, P) which are naturally induced by Euler characteristics /
and / respectively, see [4, 5, 17] for details. It is well known that / and
/ are finitely additive measures on P.
Given f, g # S(V, P), the convolutions f V g and f V g are defined as
( f V g)(x)=| f (y) g(x&y) d/(y), \x # V,
( f V g)(x)=| f (y) g(y&x) d/ (y), \x # V.
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It can be easily shown [3, 5, 6] that if f and g are indicator functions of
compact polytopes P and Q respectively, then
1P V 1Q=1P+Q=1P V 1Q ,
where P+Q=[x+y | x # P, y # Q] is called the Minkowski sum of P
and Q.
Let C denote the set of all relatively open, convex polyhedral cones in V.
The subspace S(V, C) generated by indicator functions of members of C is
a subalgebra of S(V, P). Note that P is a locally finite, partially ordered
set under the face ordering. The incidence algebra [16] of P over the ring
S(V, P) is introduced in [3]. In this paper, we use this incidence algebra
to establish various geometric DehnSommerville relations and other
analogs for simple, simplicial, and cubical polytopes, respectively. Some
numerical formulas are obtained. Especially, the classical Dehn
Sommerville relations [1, 7, 8, 11] are obtained by the evaluation of some
of these geometric relations at the origin.
We now consider the incidence algebra of polytopes over the ring
S(V, P) with Minkowski multiplications V and V .
2. Incidence Algebra of Polytopes
Let P be a relatively open polytope in V. A relatively open polytope F
is called a face of P if F=P or F =P & H for a supporting hyperplane H
of P, and the face ordering is denoted by FP. The closure and relative
interior of P are denoted by cl(P) and ri(P) respectively.
For each ordered pair (X, Y) of relatively open polytopes such that
XY, the interior cone C(X, Y) and exterior cone C*(X, Y) of Y near its
face X are defined by
C(X, Y)=[v # V | _x # X, y # Y, t>0, s.t. y=x+ tv],
C*(X, Y)=[v # V | (u, v) 0, \u # C(X, Y)]
Note that when X=Y, C(X, X) is a vector subspace of dimension dim X,
and it is denoted (X) . The intrinsic interior cone C7(X, Y) and exterior
cone C6(X, Y) of Y near its face X are defined by
C7(X, Y)=(X) = & C(X, Y),
C6(X, Y)=C*(X, Y) & (Y) .
Let us denote the indicator functions of these cones C(X, Y), C*(X, Y),
C7(X, Y), and ri(C6(X, Y)) by T(X, Y), T*(X, Y), A(X, Y), and B(X, Y),
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respectively. The delta function D is defined as D(X, Y)=1[o] if X=Y and
0 otherwise. The zeta function Z and the normal function N are defined by
Z(X, Y)=1[o] and N(X, Y)=1(X)= & (Y) for XY, respectively.
There are three important operators, reflection w, closure &, and dual *,
defined on S(V, P) by
f&(x)=/(1[&x] } f ), \x # V,
f (x)= lim
\  0
/(1B(x, \) } f ), \x # V,
and
f *(x)=/( f } 1[u # V | (u, x)0]), \x # V
respectively, where B(x, \) is the closed ball of radius \ centered at x. It is
easy to see that the reflection operator is an algebra automorphism and the
closure operator is an algebra isomorphism between S(V, P, V) and
S(V, P, V ). These two linear operators are also involutions.
Given incidence functions I and J, if supp I(F, G) = supp J(G, P) for all
faces G between F and P, i.e., (u, v)=0 for any u # supp I(F, G) and
v # supp J(G, P), then I and J are said to be orthogonal. Note that I V J=
I V J if I and J are orthogonal. The convolutions of I and J are simply
written as IJ whenever I V J=I V J.
For each incidence function I, we associate two incidence functions I$
and I q, defined by
I$(X, Y)=(&1)dim Y&dim X I(X, Y), \XY
and
I q(X, Y)= :
F : FX
I(F, Y), \XY
respectively. These two maps can be viewed as operators on the incidence
algebra I(P, S(V, C)), called prime and face sum operators. It can be
shown that the prime and reflection operators are algebra automorphisms
of the incidence algebras, and the closure operator is an algebra
isomorphism between I(P, S(V, C), V) and I(P, S(V, C), V ).
It can be directly checked that
Z =Z=Z&, Z$=Z&1,
N&=N, N =N$=N&1.
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The generalized GramSommerville and GaussBonnet formulas [2, 3]
and the McMullen equation [3] for relatively open polytopes can be stated
as:
NA$&=A $=AZ, (1)
ZB=B $=B$&N, (2)
AB $=N, (3)
respectively. It is easy to derive the inverse formula for A and B from the
above relations as the following:
B$=(A&)&1. (4)
3. DehnSommerville Relations
Let P be a d-dimensional relatively open polytope and let fi (P) be the
number of i-dimensional faces of P. Given an incidence function I, for each
j=0, 1, ..., d, we define
Ij (P)= :
FP, dim F=j
I(F, P).
Let us consider the following sum in which the index variables F and G run
over all faces of P.
:
dim F=i
FG<P
B (G, P)= :
dim F=i
:
FG<P
Z(F, G) V B (G, P)
= :
dim F=i
(ZB (F, P)&B (P, P))
= :
dim F=i
B$(F, P)& fi (P) 1[o] by (2)
=(&1)d&i Bi (P)& fi (P) 1[o] .
When P is a relatively open simplicial polytope, i.e., every facet of P is a
(d&1)-dimensional relatively open simplex, the above sum can be written as
:
dim Gi
G<P
:
dim F=i
FG
B (G, P)= :
d&1
j=i
:
dim G= j
GP \
j+1
i+1+ B (G, P)
= :
d&1
j=i \
j+1
i+1+ B j (P).
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This gives the following geometric version of the DehnSommerville
relations for relatively open simplicial polytopes.
Theorem 3.1. If P is a d-dimensional, relatively open, simplicial polytope
in V, then for i=0, 1, ..., d&1,
:
d&1
j=i \
j+1
i+1+ B j (P)=(&1)d&i Bi (P)& fi (P) 1[o] . (5)
Let us consider the incidence function T and the following sum, where
F and G are extended over all faces of P.
:
dim F=i
FG<P
(&1)dim GT (G, P)
= :
dim F=i
FG<P
1(G) V A (G, P)
= :
dim F=i
:
FG<P
N(F, G) V A (G, P) V 1(F)
= :
dim F=i
(NA (F, P) V 1(F)&N(F, P) V A (P, P) V 1(F) )
= :
dim F=i
(A&(F, P) V 1(F) &1(P)) by (1)
=T&i (P)& fi (P) 1(P) .
Similarly, if P is a relatively open simplicial polytope, then the above sum
can be written as
:
dim Gi
G<P
:
dim F=i
FG
(&1)dim GT (G, P)= :
d&1
j=i
:
dim G= j
GP \
j+1
i+1+ (&1) j T (G, P)
= :
d&1
j=i
(&1) j \ j+1i+1+ T j (P).
Theorem 3.2. If P is a d-dimensional, relatively open, simplicial polytope
in V, then for i=0, 1, ..., d&1,
:
d&1
j=i
(&1) j \ j+1i+1+ T j (P)=T&i (P)& fi (P) 1(P) . (6)
It is easy, but interesting, to see that, when the equations (5) and (6) are
evaluated at the origin, the formulas are reduced to the classical Dehn
Sommerville relations [1, 7, 8, 11]. Let the closure operator be applied
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to equations (5) and (6). We obtain the following analogs of the
DehnSommerville relations for relatively open simplicial polytopes.
:
d&1
j=i \
j+1
i+1+ Bj (P)=(&1)d&i B i (P)& fi (P) 1[o] , (7)
:
d&1
j=i
(&1) j \ j+1i+1+ Tj (P)=T &i (P)&(&1)d fi (P) 1(P) . (8)
Let Ld denote the d-dimensional Lebesgue measure on a d-dimensional
subspace of V. The volume of a d-dimensional unit ball is denoted by |d .
For any relatively open d-polytope P and its face F, we define [7]
:(F, P)=
1
|d |(P) & B(o, 1) T(F, P) dLd (x)
and
:i (P)= :
dim F=i
FP
:(F, P), i=0, 1, ..., d.
Let us integrate both sides of (6) and divide both sides by the volume of
the unit ball of (P). We have the following formula of Perles and
Shephard [14].
Corollary 3.3. For any relatively open, simplicial polytope P, and for
i=0, 1, ..., d&1,
:
d&1
j=i
(&1) j \ j+1i+1+ :j (P)=(&1)d [:i (P)& fi (P)]. (9)
Let G be a fixed face of P. It can be checked that C6(F, P) are disjoint,
relatively open, convex cones for all faces F of G. The union C6(G , P)=
F : FG C
6(F, P) also is a connected, relatively open cone of dimension
dim P which is contained in (P) , but it may not be convex. It is clear from
the definition of face sum operator that
Bq(G, P)=1C6(G , P) .
Thus
:
dim G= j
FGP
B(F, P)= :
dim G= j
:
F : FG
B(F, P)
= :
dim G= j
Bq(G, P)=(Bq) j (P).
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Let P be a relatively open simple polytope, i.e., for each k-face F,
k=0, 1, ..., d&1, the number of facets of P containing F equals d&k. It is
easily seen that there are ( d&id& j) j-dimensional faces of P cotnaining a given
i-dimensional face of P. Then it follows that the above sum can be written
as
:
dim F j
:
dim G= j
FG
B(F, P)= :
dim F j \
d&i
d& j+ B(F, P)
= :
j
i=0 \
d&i
d& j+ Bi (P).
Thus we obtain the equation
:
j
i=0 \
d&i
d& j+ Bi (P)=(Bq) j (P). (10)
Applying the closure operator to the above fomrula, we have proved the
following theorem.
Theorem 3.4. If P is a d-dimensional, relatively open, simple polytope,
then for j=0, 1, ..., d&1,
:
j
i=0 \
d&i
d& j+ B i (P)=(B q) j (P). (11)
Since Bq(G, P) is the indicator function of the connected, relatively
open, d-dimensional cone C 6 (G , P), it follows from the closure operator
that
Bq(G, P)=(&1)d 1cl[C6(G , P)] .
With the dual and closure operators acting on (10) and (11), we obtain
similar geometric relations for relatively open simple polytopes, using the
incidence functions T and T , as follows:
:
j
i=0
(&1) i \d&id& j+ T i (P)=(&1)d (T $q) j (P), (12)
:
j
i=0
(&1) i \d&id& j+ Ti (P)=(&1)d (T $q) j (P). (13)
We did not obtain simple geometric expressions for T $q(G, P) and
T $q(G, P) in terms of cones. However, if C 6(G , P) is convex, it can be
shown that, while using the dual and closure operators, T $q(G, P) is the
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indicator function of F : FG cl[C(F, P)] and T $
q(G, P) is the indicator
function of ri F : FG cl[C(F, P)] times (&1)
dim F : FG cl[C(F, P)].
The following formulas for relatively open simple polytopes can be
directly obtained by using the face operator.
:
j
i=0 \
d&i
d& j+ Ti (P)=(Tq) j (P), (14)
:
j
i=0 \
d&i
d& j+ T i (P)=(T q) j (P). (15)
4. Cubical Polytope Relations
Let Q be a d-dimensional, relatively open, cubical polytope, i.e., each of
its facets is a (d&1)-dimensional relatively open cube. Note that there are
( ji ) 2
j&i i-dimensional faces for a j-dimensional relatively open cube. Thus
:
dim Gi
G<P
:
dim F=i
FG
B (G, Q)= :
d&1
j=i
:
dim G= j
GP \
j
i+ 2 j&iB (G, Q)
= :
d&1
j=i \
j
i+ 2 j&iB j (Q).
With a similar argument for (5), we obtain the geometric relation for
cubical polytopes.
Theorem 4.1. For any d-dimensional, relatively open, cubical polytope Q
and for i=0, 1, ..., d&1,
:
d&1
j=i \
j
i+ 2 j&iB j (Q)=(&1)d&i Bi (Q)& fi (Q) 1[o] . (16)
For the tangent cone functions of a relatively open cubical polytope, it
can be similarly verified that
:
dim Gi
G<Q
:
dim F=i
FG
(&1)dim GT (G, Q)= :
d&1
j=i
:
dim G= j
GQ \
j
i+ 2 j&i(&1) j T (G, Q)
= :
d&1
j=i
(&1) j \ ji+ 2 j&iT j (Q).
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Theorem 4.2. For any d-dimensional, relatively open, cubical polytope Q
and for i=0, 1, ..., d&1,
:
d&1
j=i
(&1) j \ ji+ 2 j&iT j (Q)=T&i (Q)& fi (Q) 1(Q) . (17)
The following formulas follow immediately when the closure and dual
operators are applied to (16) and (17).
:
d&1
j=i \
j
i+ 2 j&iBj (P)=(&1)d&i B i (Q)& fi (Q) 1[o] . (18)
:
d&1
j=i
(&1) j \ ji+ 2 j&iTj (Q)=T &i (Q)&(&1)d fi (Q) 1(Q) . (19)
Let us integrate again both sides of (17) and (19) over the unit ball of (Q)
and divide both sides by |d , we then have [7, 8, 13]
Corollary 4.3. If Q is a d-dimensional, relatively open, cubical
polytope, then for i=0, 1, ..., d&1,
:
d&1
j=i
(&1) j \ ji+ 2 j&i:j (Q)=(&1)d [:i (Q)& fi (Q)]. (20)
A d-dimensional cuboid Qdk (k=0, 1, ..., d) is a relatively open polytope
of which the boundary complex is isomorphic to the simplicial complex
obtained from the boundary complex of the cube
Qd=[x # Fd | &x&<1]
by subdividing all its cells along the k coordinate hyperplanes
[x # Fd | xj=0], j=1, 2, ..., k.
Note that Qdk is a relatively open cubical polytope, and the number of
i-dimensional faces of Qdk is given by [7, 8]
fi (Qdk)= :
k
j=0
(&1) j \kj+\
d& j
i + 2d+k&i&2 j (21)
for i+kd&1. Thus if Q is a relatively open cuboid Qdk in (16)(20),
fi (Q) can be explicitly given by (21).
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